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Summary

Cells are active biological materials that can adapt their properties to changing
circumstances. Using a dynamic internal cytoskeleton (CSK), cells can tune
their behavior from fluid- to more solid-like, which helps to combine mechanical
strength with shape plasticity. The presence of an external fibrous extracellular
matrix (ECM) around cells further helps to protect them against mechanical
deformations such as tension, compression, or shear.

Both, the CSK and the ECM are viscoelastic networks built from biopoly-
mers that exhibit a highly nonlinear elastic response to an applied mechanical
load. This nonlinear response is believed to protect cells from tearing under large
external stresses. Moreover, the nonlinear elastic response of the ECM enables
cells to actively modify the stiffness of the ECM. Contractile forces that they
exert on the ECM create a locally stiffer environment in which cells can achieve
optimal spreading. This induced stiffness gradient helps cells to mechanically
interact with each other.

Depending on filament bending rigidity and the degree of crosslinking, the
strain-stiffening can originate from either an entropic mechanism related to
stretching of the thermally undulated filaments or from an enthalpic mechanism
where network rearrangement or filament buckling take place. Both of these
models for network elasticity assume that the filaments behave as rods with
simple homogeneous and isotropic mechanical properties. Thus, the complex
internal architecture of biopolymers is neglected while describing the origin of
elastic nonlinearity. This disregard of the structural hierarchy of filaments may
miss crucial effects of the mechanical features of the subunits and their spatial
arrangement in the fibers on fiber and network mechanics.

The goal of this thesis was to elucidate the role of the supramolecular, in-
ternal architecture of protein filaments in the macroscopic nonlinear elasticity
of the cytoskeletal and extracellular matrix networks they form. To this end,
I used imaging and light scattering techniques to characterize the morphol-
ogy and supramolecular structure of different biopolymer filaments and macro-
scopic shear rheology to relate the structural properties of those filaments to
the network mechanical response, as described in Chapter 2. I used mainly two
rheological techniques, namely prestress measurements and the large amplitude
oscillatory shear (LAOS) method. As a complementary analysis of the nonlinear
elasticity, I decomposed the raw LAOS nonlinear stress/strain data with the use
of Fourier Transform spectra and Lissajous plots as shown in Chapter 5. I found
that these methods have similar sensitivity to the onset of elastic nonlinearity
as measurements of the differential modulus.

In Chapter 3, I show that the nonlinear elastic response of the major blood-
clotting protein, fibrin, is governed by the complex architecture of fibrin fila-
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ments. In the limit of “so-called” coarse fibrin clots that are composed of thick
bundles of thin, semiflexible protofibrils, fibrin gels exhibit a complex strain-
stiffening response under shear. This mechanism originates from the entropic
stretching of the fibrin bundles at the network scale, followed by filament back-
bone stretching and entropic stretching of flexible domains inside the fibers at
the filament scale. This (close to) affine response of fibrin networks is possible
due to the loose connection between protofibrils into fibers that makes the fibers
very flexible despite their large diameter. The sequential stretching processes on
different length scales that occur with increasing levels of load endow fibrin clots
with an extraordinary resilience against large deformations.

In order to obtain better insight into the contribution of the internal archi-
tecture of fibrin fibers, and especially the role of the protofibrils, in the nonlinear
mechanics of fibrin networks, I continued my research in the limit of “so-called”
fine clots as shown in Chapter 4. In this regime, fibrin filaments are thin bun-
dles of only 3 protofibrils. Since the protofibrils are only loosely associated, they
behave independently from each other and contribute individually to the me-
chanical response of the network. Similar to coarse clots, the fine clots show a
complex nonlinear dependence on stress that can be accounted for by an affine
entropic model. Under increased level of stress, the thermally undulated shape
of the protofibrils is first stretched, which is followed by backbone extension
and shear-induced protofibril alignment. The results obtained from fibrin clots
assembled in two different structural limits taken together show that the hierar-
chical bundle-like architecture of fibrin filaments plays a key role in determining
the nonlinear mechanical response of fibrin networks.

In vivo, cytoskeletal and ECM filaments form sometimes hybrid (or het-
erotypic) structures built from different type of protein subunits. The molecular
composition may change molecular packing inside the filaments and interactions
among filaments by changing the interactions between subunits. An example
of this is collagen, the most abundant protein in the human body. Collagen
fibers in most tissues consist predominantly of collagen type I, which forms
heterotypic fibrils with another collagen, namely type V. This co-assembly is
thought to provide a mechanism for diameter regulation. In Chapter 6 I show
that the presence of different molecular types in the filament structure reduces
the stiffness of hybrid collagen networks compared to homotypic collagen I gels.
This suggests that collagen V changes the intermolecular interaction among
tropocollagen molecules within or between fibers. The network mechanics show
nonlinear strain-stiffening behavior, which is common for crosslinked semiflexi-
ble polymer gels. The origin of this nonlinear response appears to be enthalpic,
in contrast to fibrin networks, where the nonlinearity is entropic in origin. This
unfortunately hampers the quantitative interpretation of the influence of colla-
gen V content on the mechanics of heterotypic collagen networks, since there is
no analytical model describing this regime. One way to overcome this problem
is to identify and quantify the network deformation mechanism under shear in
situ by optical microscopy. Looking at the response of individual filaments in
a shear network could help to understand better the origin of the nonaffine
mechanical behavior. Therefore, in Chapter 8 I present a prototype of a shear
device that can be used to visualize changes in the microstructure of biopolymer
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networks under large shear by confocal microscopy. By embedding probe beads
inside the network, one may directly quantify nonaffinity in the strain field and
directly observe fiber bending and stretching or network rupture at large stress.
Such measurements are critical to obtain a full understanding of the influence of
the multiscale structure of biopolymer networks on their remarkable nonlinear
elasticity.

Structural hierarchy of biopolymers results in differences in the bending
rigidities of different types of filaments. The coexistence of multiple mechan-
ically disparate structures in the cell interior and exterior suggests that the
mechanical properties of networks composed of different filament types may be
interdependent. To study the influence of interactions between different filament
types on composite network mechanics I implemented a new in vitro model sys-
tem. In the final chapter of this thesis, Chapter 7, I set up a composite network
of microtubules (MTs) and vimentin (a type III intermediate filament (IFs)
protein) in order to identify for the first time the buffer conditions that will
allow for simultaneous assembly of both proteins. While the composite actin-IF
or actin-MT networks have been already studied before, the effect of coexis-
tence of intermediate filaments and microtubules is not yet known. I observed
that the microtubules embedded in vimentin networks are bent, possibly due
to forces exerted by polymerizing vimentin filaments. Rheological data showed
that the stiffness and nonlinear response of this composite vimentin-MT system
are intermediate between those of the pure components.

All the results presented in this thesis highlight the importance of the in-
ternal architecture of biopolymer filaments for the mechanical response of the
networks they form. Structural hierarchy in the filament architecture results in
multiple mechanical regimes that together ensure high network robustness and
decrease the likelihood of catastrophic failure. Mutations in the basic structural
units may lead to defects in polymer assembly, changes in mechanical prop-
erties and finally pathological conditions. Many human diseases are related to
the formation of cytoskeletal or ECM filaments with a distorted internal archi-
tecture, which are too weak to withstand large load or too strong to dissipate
mechanical stresses. An understanding of the contribution of the hierarchical
structure to mechanical stability of biopolymers and their nonlinear mechanics
is therefore crucial for future treatment strategies that may eliminate cure or
certain diseases.


